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WAYS TO STYLIZE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
By Brian Matiash and Nicole S. Young

Browse through any of the popular photo websites or social media networks and you’ll see something evident: photographers love stylizing their photos. And why shouldn’t they? The software that we have at our disposal lets us do such
wonderful and amazing things as we try to infuse our own individual sense of creativity into our images. In this feature, the
immensely talented photographer and author (and my wife!), Nicole S. Young, and I will take a look at four of the most
popular and trending postprocessing techniques and walk you through how to apply them to your own photos. Give each of
them a try and, as with any delicious culinary dish, keep experimenting and adjusting to taste.
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THE

HAND-TINTED

YOU TO RESTORE VERY SUBTLE AMOUNTS OF COLOR BACK INTO
THE IMAGE.
THIS ISN’T QUITE LIKE SELECTIVE COLORIZATION OF A B&W

BLACK-AND-WHITE LOOK

PHOTO, WHERE YOU CONVERT YOUR IMAGE TO PURE B&W

THERE AREN’T MANY POSTPROCESSING TECHNIQUES THAT CAN

OF THE FRAME. SOME COMMON EXAMPLES OF SELECTIVE

EVOKE A SENSE OF TIMELESSNESS OR NOSTALGIA QUITE LIKE A

COLORIZATION WOULD BE PAINTING BACK THE COLORS OF A

BLACK-AND-WHITE (B&W) PHOTO. BY RELYING ON TONALITY AS

BOUQUET OF FLOWERS IN A WEDDING PHOTO, OR RESTORING

A PRIMARY VEHICLE TO CONVEY THE MOOD AND STORY OF A

THE COLOR OF THE EYES IN A PORTRAIT PHOTO. THIS TECH-

B&W PHOTO, YOU CAN ACHIEVE ALL SORTS OF CREATIVE RESULTS.

NIQUE COULD BE CLASSIFIED IN THE SAME FAMILY, BUT AS A

HOWEVER, THERE IS A TECHNIQUE THAT I ENJOY EXPERIMENTING

MUCH MORE DISTANT COUSIN AS THE RESULTS ARE INTENDED

WITH THAT I REFER TO AS “HAND-TINTED B&W,” WHICH ALLOWS

TO BE WAY MORE SUBTLE AND APPLIED GLOBALLY.

AND MASK BACK IN THE ORIGINAL COLOR OF A SPECIFIC AREA

Step One: To illustrate this technique, I’m using a photo
I took of my nephew, Hunter, during a 4th of July celebration. For reference, I’m using Adobe Photoshop CC 2014
but this should also be applicable to all Photoshop CC users.
Open one of your own images to follow along.

Step Two: The first thing you’ll want to do is duplicate
your Background layer by pressing Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J).
Now that we have our duplicate layer, it’s time to start
the B&W conversion process. My favorite way to do this
in Photoshop is to use the powerful adjustment layers. At
the bottom of the Layers panel, click on the Create New
Adjustment Layer icon (it looks sort of like the contrast

Step One

symbol) and select Black & White from the pop-up menu.
You’ll have a basic B&W treatment applied to your image
that’s relatively flat and that’s OK.
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Step Three: The next step is to adjust the tone of the
different colors that are in your image. It may sound

Step Two

odd to talk about adjusting colors like reds and greens
on your B&W image, but it will make much more sense
once you start experimenting. When you select the newly
created B&W adjustment layer, you’ll see six color sliders
in the Properties panel. Dragging a slider to the left or
right will affect the base colors in your image; however,
I prefer using the Targeted Adjustment tool (hand with
two arrows). With the Targeted Adjustment tool active,
all you have to do is hover over your image, click-andhold the dropper on a region that you want to adjust,
and drag left or right. Dragging left will decrease—or
darken—that color, and dragging right will increase—
or brighten—that color. For the purpose of this photo,
I want Hunter to really pop and stand apart from the

Step Three

grass. To start, I position the dropper on the grass and
drag to the left, which darkens it quite nicely. Additionally, I’m going to click the dropper on Hunter’s face and
drag to the right a bit, which will bring out the reds and

Step Four: While we’re making good progress with the
photo, it looks like it needs a bit of a Levels adjustment.
Click on the Create New Adjustment Layer icon in the Layers
panel again and select Levels. From here, you can adjust the
white and black points of the image to make it pop.

Step Four

› › k e l b yo n e . c o m

yellows of his skin, as well as his shirt.
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THE HAND-TINTED
BLACK-AND-WHITE LOOK

CONTINUED

Step Five: This step is optional depending on whether you
want to apply a global tint to your photo. This is useful if you
want to replicate a sepia or cyanotype look. In this case, let’s
add a slightly burnt-orange tint to give it that vintage feel. To
start, select the Black & White adjustment layer in the Layers
panel and duplicate it by pressing Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J).
Double-click the layer’s name and rename it with something

Step Five

identifiable like “Tint” to make it easier to find in the future.

Step Six: Click the Tint checkbox in the Properties panel to
apply a tinted color overlay on top of your image. To get that
aged, vintage look, click on the color swatch next to Tint to
open the Color Picker and select a color in the darker orange
region. To make it easier to see the color, select a darker version of the color in the Color Picker and then decrease the Tint
layer Opacity in the Layers panel until you reach the desired
subtle result.

Step Seven:

Now you’re ready to begin hand-tinting the

Step Six

image. For this photo, there are five primary areas that we can
hand-tint: the hair, skin, clothing, sneakers, and grass. We’ll start
with the largest area, which is the grass. Create a new layer by
pressing Shift-Command-N (PC: Shift-Ctrl-N), name the new
layer something identifiable like
“Grass,” and click OK. With the
new Grass layer selected, choose
the Brush tool by pressing B and
select your Foreground color. In
this case, we wanted to go with
a normal-to-dark green.

Step Eight: Begin painting the color on the appropriate area

Step Eight

of your image. In its current state, you may be alarmed because
you’re essentially just spilling color onto your image but it will
make sense in a minute. If you accidentally spill color onto part of
your image that you didn’t intend to, just select that color layer in
› › p h ot o s h o p u s e r › N o v e m b e r 2 0 1 4

the Layers panel, click the Add Layer Mask icon (circle in a square)
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at the bottom of the panel, and paint on the mask with black as
your Foreground color.

Step Nine: Now it’s time to properly blend the painted color.
Select the color layer and change the blend mode to Multiply in
the Layers panel. Decrease the Opacity so that only a tiny bit of
color is visible. In most cases, I find great results happen between
5–15% Opacity. To continue, simply repeat this process on each
part of the image. You’ll want to use a separate layer for each
color that you hand-tint, allowing you to go back and modify as
you see fit.

Step Nine
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THE

Split-Toned

RETRO LOOK

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR LOOKS BEING APPLIED TO
IMAGES LATELY IS THE SPLIT-TONED RETRO LOOK, AND
IT’S NOT HARD TO UNDERSTAND WHY. SPLIT TONING
ALLOWS YOU TO TINT THE BRIGHT (HIGHLIGHTS) AND
DARK (SHADOWS) AREAS OF YOUR IMAGE BY SELECTING
THEIR RESPECTIVE COLORS. EXPERIMENTATION IS KEY,
AND AS YOU BECOME MORE COMFORTABLE WITH HOW
SPLIT TONING AFFECTS THE LOOK OF YOUR IMAGES, THE
FASTER YOU’LL DEVELOP YOUR OWN SIGNATURE LOOK.
IN THIS EXAMPLE, WE’RE GOING TO USE A PHOTO I TOOK
OF MY ADORABLE NIECE, ASHLYN.

Brian Matiash

Step One: Start by opening a photo in Photoshop. Duplicate
the Background layer by pressing Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J).

Step Three: The Split Toning panel is straightforward once

Convert the duplicate layer into a smart object by going to

you get used to it. Think of it as two identical tinting tools: one

Layer>Smart Objects>Convert to Smart Object. Doing this will

for the Highlights and one for the Shadows. With the Camera

allow you to always go back and change the split-tone effect

Raw implementation of Split Toning, there are two ways for

with ease.

you to choose the hues for your tints. The first way is sort of
like guessing by dragging on the Hue and Saturation sliders.

…Camera Raw, wh
a ton of really co ich contains
utilities to edit yool tools and
ur images.

The Hue slider is used to choose a particular hue in either the
highlights or the shadows, depending on which section you’re
working on. Don’t worry if you start dragging the Hue slider
up and down without seeing any changes to your image. This
has to do with the default state of the Saturation slider, which

Split toning is easy in Photoshop CC. Go to

YOU BRING THE SATURATION SLIDER TO ITS MAXIMUM

Filter>Camera Raw Filter. This will bring up Camera Raw,

STATE OF 100, YOU’LL QUICKLY SEE THE HUE COLOR

which contains a ton of really

YOU’VE SELECTED COME THROUGH.

cool tools and utilities to edit

The other way to choose the hue is to hold down the

your images. If you’re familiar

Option (PC: Alt) key while dragging on the Hue sliders. This

with Adobe Lightroom, then

will display the hue at 100% saturation, even if you have a

you should find yourself very

lower Saturation level selected. This makes it easy to know

comfortable with Camera Raw.

exactly which hue you’re selecting. Once you have your high-

To start, click on the Split Ton-

light and shadow hue and saturation selected, you can bias it

ing tab below the histogram,

toward one or the other using the Balance slider. Dragging to

which will bring up the Split

the left biases toward the Shadows color and dragging to the

Toning panel.

right biases toward the Highlights color.

› › k e l b yo n e . c o m

is 0 (zero), whereby no color will be shown. HOWEVER, AS

Step Two:
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THE Split-Toned
RETRO LOOK

CONTINUED

Step Four: A popular highlight and shadow hue
combination is orange and blue, respectively. Use
both sets of Hue and Saturation to dial those in and
bias toward the Highlights using the Balance slider.
You can immediately see the results on the image.

Step Four
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Step Five: An optional step to take things further
is to play with blend modes to accentuate the splittoned look. Start by duplicating the split-toned layer
you just created. Because that first split-toned layer
was converted to a smart object, you can easily access those settings on the duplicate layer by doubleclicking on the Camera Raw Filter adjustment. Now
that you’re back in Camera Raw, navigate to the Split
Toning panel and invert the Hue values of the High-

Step Five

lights and Shadows. In this case, I opted to go more
extreme with the blues of the highlights. Clicking
OK will return you back to Photoshop.

Step Six: Now it’s time to blend the two split-toned
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layers together. With the top layer selected, choose
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Color Burn from the blend mode drop-down menu.
This will result in a harsh-looking image but the key
is to adjust the layer Opacity to taste. Drop the layer
Opacity until you start to see some color and detail
appear in the darker shadow areas of the image.
Additionally, you can add a layer mask to the top
split-toned layer and use the Brush tool at a low
Opacity in the Options Bar to tone down some of
that blending effect.

Step Six

